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Grateful

Positive thoughts Mindfulness

I need   hours of sleep.
I could improve my sleep by...

What are my stressors?
What stresses me out...

What happens to your mind 
and body when you feel 
stressed? Does your heart 
beat faster? Do your thoughts 
become confused? Write down 
all the things you notice.

What can you do to influence 
your body’s response to stress?

Your brain changes based on 
what you think.  We can help 
our brain to change positively 
by using positive statements. 
Complete the “I am...” in the 
box with the word you want to 
become. For example: “I am 
confident” or “I am calm”

Mindfulness helps our brain 
to be calm and to learn how 
to focus. Try this mindfulness 
exercise:

What exercise could I do? 
I need 60 minutes of 
exercise a day

I could add exercise to my day by…

New habits and actions

When we focus on what we 
are grateful for our brain 
notices more of the things 
which help us to feel happy. 
Everyday write down one 
thing you are grateful for. What 
are you grateful for today?

 No?  
Let it go.

 Yes? 
Do it now or 
make a plan 
about how and 
when you will 
do it.

Tips for learning 
new skills

 1  Avoid distractions.

 2  Make your environment   
 comfortable.

 3  Get some water to drink.

 4  Prepare all your  
 equipment and materials.

 5  Use bright coloured paper   
 and pens.

 6  Use pictures  
 and diagrams.

 7  Practice in chunks of time,   
 taking regular breaks.

 8  Give yourself 
 enough time.

Visualisation
Athletes practice their skills 
in their mind by imagining 
themselves winning. This helps 
their brain learn how to be 
successful. Create a picture in 
your mind of something you want 
to achieve. Draw the picture in the 
box of what you will visualise. 

Is there anything I can do about it?

Mind

Body

Diet
I could improve my diet by…

I am...

Trace your fingers 
around your 
opposite hand. 

Breathe in, 
slide up

Breathe out, 
slide down

I am grateful for...

Power poses

Your environment influences 
who you become, what you 
believe and do.
Who can support you?

How does technology affect 
your attention, mood, sleep and 
memory?

I will change my technology 
use by…

When we are organised we feel 
calmer. How could you be more 
organised?

What could you change at home 
to help you be more organised?

Environment

How we are sitting or standing 
tells our brain how we are feeling. 
Powerful postures can affect our 
mood and confidence.  
Think about someone  
who is confident or brave.  
What is their posture like?

Try this posture: 
1. Stand/sit tall with  

your shoulders back
2. Hold your head up
3. Smile

I can drink more water by…

I need  water each day.

Hydration


